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COMMENTARY ON SECTIONS

Part 2 – Conservation and Enhancement of Natural Features

Chapter 1 – Sites of Special Scientific Interest

Supplementary

Section 22 - SSSI Register

163. This section makes provision for the creation of an authoritative new public register of
SSSIs to be overseen and maintained by the Keeper of the Registers of Scotland (“the
Keeper”).

164. Paragraphs 12 and 13 of Schedule 5 make arrangements for the continuation of the
existing register, established by the 1981 Act, until such time as the new register
provided for in section 22 has been established.

165. Subsection (1) places a duty on the Keeper to keep a register of all SSSI notifications,
copies of certain other notices and notifications under the Act which amend or alter the
original notification, and any other information in relation to SSSI notifications required
by regulations under subsection (3).

166. The notices which must be registered are those given under section 5 to 9 and under
paragraphs 10 and 15 of Schedule 1. These cover the enlargement of sites, changes
to the ORC list, other variations to the SSSI notification, denotifications, notices
confirming or withdrawing a notification and notices extending the period within which
the notification must be confirmed.

167. Subsection (2) requires the Keeper to ensure that the SSSI register is available for public
inspection at all reasonable times.

168. The intention of the new register is that it should provide an authoritative, central source
of information about the extent and legal status of SSSI land. It will be accessible
in electronic form and will be searchable. To that end, the Scottish Ministers are
empowered in subsection (3) to make regulations specifying the form and manner in
which the register is to be kept, the information which it is to contain, procedures and
arrangements for amending the register and requiring SNH to supply documents and
information to the Keeper in an appropriate format. The Scottish Ministers may also
specify the fees (if any) which may be charged by the Keeper for the provision of reports
and other information. The regulations may also make provision as to the evidential
status of copies and extracts from the register when used in a legal context.
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